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The Paper in One Table

group. Clients in the control group received no messages. Clients in the treatment group were
randomly assigned to receive 1 of 7 messages that proved to be effective in previous experiments
run by the bank. Half of the treated customers were cross-randomized to receive the messages on
a weekly basis, while the other half were assigned a bi-weekly frequency (i.e. one message every
other week).4 The intervention lasted 7 weeks, from September 13 to October 27, 2019.

With this large-scale intervention Banorte expanded significantly the pool of customers tar-
geted by savings nudges. Previous experiments implemented by Banorte using the same treatment
messages focused on a pool of customers selected to have higher balances or a richer portfolio
of Banorte products (and thus a deeper relation with the bank). Because the experimental pool
was so large and was selected with minimal constraints, we can study heterogeneous treatment
effects overcoming the implicit selection issues of experimenting only with individuals for which
the treatment is expected to work Athey et al. (2021).

The treatment messages were as follows:

Message 1: “Congratulations. Your average balance over the last 12 months has been
great! Continue to increase your balance and strengthen your savings."

Message 2: “Increase the balance in your Banorte Account and get ready today for
year-end expenses!”

Message 3: “Join customers your age who already save 10% or more of their income.
Commit and increase the balance in your Banorte Account by $XXX this month.”5

Message 4: “In Banorte, you have the safest money box! Increase your account bal-
ance by $XXX this payday and reach your goals."

Message 5: “Increase your balance this month by $XXX and reach your dreams.
Commit to it. You can do it by saving only 10% of your income.”

Message 6: “The holidays are coming. Commit to saving $XXX in your Banorte
Account and avoid money shortfalls at year-end!”

Message 7: “Be prepared for an emergency! Commit to leaving 10% more in your
account. Don’t withdraw all your money on payday.”

4Users in the treatment group were further cross-randomized across two additional dimensions. First, half of them
would stop receiving the messages for 2 weeks after 2 months of receiving them, and then the messages would re-
sume. Second, half of the consumers in the treatment group would receive the same message throughout the duration
of the intervention, and the other half would receive alternating messages every 4 weeks. Due to logistical considera-
tions, these last two treatment variations were not implemented and as a result, these treatments were pooled and all
individuals in the treatment group received the same message for the duration of the treatment, without interruptions.

5XXX was a personalized amount representing 10% of the balance in the last 3 months.
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Table 5: Overall Treatment Effects of the Intervention

All Individuals Individuals with a Credit Card
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Ln Checking Acct.
Balance +1

Ln Checking Acct.
Balance+1

Ln Checking Acct.
Balance+1

Ln Checking Acct.
Balance+1

Ln Credit Card
Interest+1

Any treatment 0.006∗ 0.014∗∗ -0.005
(0.004) (0.007) (0.004)

Msg1 0.007
(0.005)

Msg2 0.008∗

(0.005)

Msg3 0.006
(0.005)

Msg4 0.006
(0.005)

Msg5 0.002
(0.005)

Msg6 0.007
(0.005)

Msg7 0.006
(0.005)

Bi-weekly 0.006
(0.004)

Weekly 0.007∗

(0.004)

Observations 3054503 3054503 3054503 362223 362223
Mean of Dep. Var
in Control Group 17393.63 17393.63 17393.63 24331.63 213.84

This table presents the results of estimating Equation (1) with different outcomes and with
different treatment definitions. Observations are at the user level. Robust standard errors in
parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
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After receiving messages (information nudges) about saving more...

...bank customers save more BUT do not borrow more (i.e., cut spending)



Plan for Comments

Why is the contribution important? Two literatures:

▶ Life-cycle consumption-saving-borrowing choices

▶ FinTech for Macroeconomists

Magnitudes and the design of information nudges



Life-cycle Consumption-Spending-Borrowing

Low savings hinder wealth accumulation

Nudges to increase savings exogenously

▶ Option 1: cut spending, save more, accumulate wealth

▶ Option 2: same spending, save more, borrow to save

▶ Option 3: if strong precautionary savings motives, even worse: keep
cash, do not repay debt (co-holding puzzle)

Household debt counters wealth accumulation, predicts �nancial crises

Are strong precautionary savings motives plausible in the data?



Spending Response to New Credit Lines

D'Acunto, Reuter, Scheuch, Weber (2021)
�Perceived Precautionary Savings Motives: Evidence from FinTech�

After getting a credit line, the most liquid households start spending more...

... and, they do not tap into negative deposits!

Start to spend cash they had been hoarding on their accounts



Similar Preferences & Beliefs across Liquidity Levels

D'Acunto, Reuter, Scheuch, Weber (2021)
�Perceived Precautionary Savings Motives: Evidence from FinTech�
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By liquidity quintiles, same risk aversion, patience, expectations about several type
of expenses, life expectancy, future shocks, income, income volatility, etc.

All measured directly at the individual level through bank app



Plan for Comments

Why is the contribution important? Two literatures:

▶ Life-cycle consumption-saving-borrowing choices

▶ FinTech for Macroeconomists

Magnitudes and the design of information nudges



FinTech: Big & Open Data in Finance

FinTech:

BIG & OPEN DATA 
IN FINANCE

Existing Empirical & 
Theoretical Instruments 

to understand big data in 
finance

AI/Machine Learning
Ridge, Lasso, etc.
Textual Analysis

New Empirical & 
Theoretical Pradigms

given open data in finance

Blockchain Technology

Using big open data to
advise non-expert 

households

Robo-advising
Income Aggregators

Apps in Finance

Using big open data to 
collect otherwise 
unavailable info

Surveys to elicit 
preferences, beliefs, 

perceptions, cognition



FinTech for Macroeconomists

Why should macro and central bankers care for FinTech apps?

▶ Measuring preferences and beliefs in real time

▶ Link preferences, beliefs to actual spending, saving decisions

▶ Causal treatments, shocks: liquidity, etc.

▶ Randomly provide liquidity, higher credit limits, etc.

▶ Information nudges (aka, robo-advising)

▶ Test for information processing and incorporation in decision-making



Plan for Comments

Why is the contribution important? Two literatures:

▶ Life-cycle consumption-saving-borrowing choices

▶ FinTech for Macroeconomists

Magnitudes and the design of information nudges



Mild E�ect of Light Nudges on Savings

group. Clients in the control group received no messages. Clients in the treatment group were
randomly assigned to receive 1 of 7 messages that proved to be effective in previous experiments
run by the bank. Half of the treated customers were cross-randomized to receive the messages on
a weekly basis, while the other half were assigned a bi-weekly frequency (i.e. one message every
other week).4 The intervention lasted 7 weeks, from September 13 to October 27, 2019.

With this large-scale intervention Banorte expanded significantly the pool of customers tar-
geted by savings nudges. Previous experiments implemented by Banorte using the same treatment
messages focused on a pool of customers selected to have higher balances or a richer portfolio
of Banorte products (and thus a deeper relation with the bank). Because the experimental pool
was so large and was selected with minimal constraints, we can study heterogeneous treatment
effects overcoming the implicit selection issues of experimenting only with individuals for which
the treatment is expected to work Athey et al. (2021).

The treatment messages were as follows:

Message 1: “Congratulations. Your average balance over the last 12 months has been
great! Continue to increase your balance and strengthen your savings."

Message 2: “Increase the balance in your Banorte Account and get ready today for
year-end expenses!”

Message 3: “Join customers your age who already save 10% or more of their income.
Commit and increase the balance in your Banorte Account by $XXX this month.”5

Message 4: “In Banorte, you have the safest money box! Increase your account bal-
ance by $XXX this payday and reach your goals."

Message 5: “Increase your balance this month by $XXX and reach your dreams.
Commit to it. You can do it by saving only 10% of your income.”

Message 6: “The holidays are coming. Commit to saving $XXX in your Banorte
Account and avoid money shortfalls at year-end!”

Message 7: “Be prepared for an emergency! Commit to leaving 10% more in your
account. Don’t withdraw all your money on payday.”

4Users in the treatment group were further cross-randomized across two additional dimensions. First, half of them
would stop receiving the messages for 2 weeks after 2 months of receiving them, and then the messages would re-
sume. Second, half of the consumers in the treatment group would receive the same message throughout the duration
of the intervention, and the other half would receive alternating messages every 4 weeks. Due to logistical considera-
tions, these last two treatment variations were not implemented and as a result, these treatments were pooled and all
individuals in the treatment group received the same message for the duration of the treatment, without interruptions.

5XXX was a personalized amount representing 10% of the balance in the last 3 months.
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Table 5: Overall Treatment Effects of the Intervention

All Individuals Individuals with a Credit Card
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Ln Checking Acct.
Balance +1

Ln Checking Acct.
Balance+1

Ln Checking Acct.
Balance+1

Ln Checking Acct.
Balance+1

Ln Credit Card
Interest+1

Any treatment 0.006∗ 0.014∗∗ -0.005
(0.004) (0.007) (0.004)

Msg1 0.007
(0.005)

Msg2 0.008∗

(0.005)

Msg3 0.006
(0.005)

Msg4 0.006
(0.005)

Msg5 0.002
(0.005)

Msg6 0.007
(0.005)

Msg7 0.006
(0.005)

Bi-weekly 0.006
(0.004)

Weekly 0.007∗

(0.004)

Observations 3054503 3054503 3054503 362223 362223
Mean of Dep. Var
in Control Group 17393.63 17393.63 17393.63 24331.63 213.84

This table presents the results of estimating Equation (1) with different outcomes and with
different treatment definitions. Observations are at the user level. Robust standard errors in
parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
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Mild nudges, mild e�ects on savings, no e�ect on borrowing



But Information Nudges Can Have Strong E�ects on Savings

Gargano and Rossi (2021)
�Goal Setting and Saving in the FinTech Era�
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More �aggressive� nudge: active goal setting and monitoring by consumer

Stronger e�ects on savings

Is the no e�ect on borrowing true also with more aggressive nudges?



Hard Nudges Have Stronger E�ects on Savings...

Beshears, Choi, Laibson, Madrian, Skimmyhorn (JF, forth.)
�Borrowing to Save? The Impact of Automatic Enrollment on Debt�
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Figure 2. The effect of automatic enrollment on cumulative total TSP contributions to 
annualized first-year pay ratio. The estimates come from the regression in column 1 of Table 
2. Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals are shown. 
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Automatic enrolment steepens the path of retirement contributions...



...And do NOT Increase Borrowing

Beshears, Choi, Laibson, Madrian, Skimmyhorn (JF, forth.)
�Borrowing to Save? The Impact of Automatic Enrollment on Debt�
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Figure 7. The effect of automatic enrollment on debt balance excluding first mortgages and 
auto loans normalized by annualized first-year pay (D1). The estimates come from the 
regression in column 3 of Table 2. Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals are shown. 
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...but does not lead to higher debt accumulation



Nudges Targeting Spending Rather than Savings

D'Acunto, Rossi, and Weber (2021)
�Crowdsourcing Peer Information to Changing Spending Behavior�

Nudge: Disclosing peers' overall spending

Users learn if they spend more or less of their peers

Nudge targets lower spending by �overspenders�, not savings



Nudges Targeting Spending Rather than Savings

D'Acunto, Rossi, and Weber (2021)
�Crowdsourcing Peer Information to Changing Spending Behavior�

�Overspending� users cut their spending and increase savings

The increase is driven 1-to-1 by lower spending, no borrowing



Conclusions

Very important question (and answer)

Increasing households' savings, wealth accumulation could be a

double-edged sword if it increases (costly) borrowing

▶ Authors �nd that higher savings do not relate to higher borrowing...

▶ ...although consumers co-hold cash AND high-interest debt

Example of the relevance of FinTech for macroeconomists
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